Extracting County Coordinates from WHMP Lat Long

Set your drawing’s coordinate system to what you want to work in under the “Settings” tab by right clicking on the drawing name and “Edit Drawing Settings”. Pick “USA, Wisconsin” from this drop-down. Pick your county coordinate system from this drop-down. Then pick “OK”.

Pick on the “Points” pull-down menu and slide down to “Utilities” and select “Geodetic Calculator”.

You should see the dialog box below.

Pick in the “Latitude” box to edit the value. Then pick in the “Longitude” box and edit the value.

As you edit these values, your Northing & Easting boxes will fill in with the coordinates.

Once you have your coordinates, you can add this point to your drawing, by picking this icon. You will be prompted for a point description and the point will be added to your drawing. You can then edit the point to give it the appropriate elevation.